
Preservation Lab Treatment Report

Database ID
773

Treatment ID
122

Item Record
i68925980

Date received in Pres.
2/5/2013

Department
PLCH

Call Number
780.977178 fC5746p 1875

Date Returned to Origin

Title
Cincinnati Music Festival programme: May 1875

Conservator
Ashleigh Schieszer

Primary Support

Machine made wood pulp wove newsprint.

Medium

Black printed ink.

Binding

Not bound.

Textblock

This is a four leaf, double folio unbound pamplet.

Primary Support
Discolored from beige to brown.

Medium
Black ink is stable.

Textblock
The pamphlet contains numerous areas of pressure sensitive tape, primarily along the folds and over tears
along the fore edge. Many edges contain areas of loss. The leaves are torn in half and detached.

Binding
Unbound

DESCRIPTION:

CONDITION:

Author Cincinnati, OH: Cincinnati Music Festival Association

This is a music program printed on newsprint.

General Remarks

Pressure sensitive tape has been adhered to the folds and fore edges.

Attachments|Inserts

This is a severely degraded pamphlet that is brittle and torn into pieces. It can no longer be safely handled.

Summary

Housing
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Housing
Custom

Previous Treatment
Pressure sensitive tape to mend tears.

Materials Analysis
The tape adhesive softens in polar solvents.

Proposal
1. Surface clean
2. Remove the pressure senstive tape
3. Wash to reduce acidity
4. Mend tears and fill losses
5. Consider encapsulating the leaves

Housing Need
Polyester encapsulation

Factors Influencing Treatment
There is a red stamp on the front title page that is extremely water soluble.

Performed Treatment
1. Surface cleaned the textblock with Stadler eraser crumbs.
2. Removed the tape carrier and much of the tape adhesive by softening the adhesive with a thick, 4% methyl  
cellulose poultice. Once the tape was removed during treatment, it became clear that the pamplet had at  
one time cracked and detached along the folds and was re adhered together at a later date.
3. The adhered leaves were separated along the spine fold using humidification and a spatula. The pamplet  
was then handled as four separate sheets throughout the rest of the treatment.
4. Once separated, the leaves were further surface cleaned with eraser crumbs along the gutter edges.
5. The three leaves without red stamping were immersed in pH neutral baths for 30 minutes to reduce acidity  
and tape adhesive.
6. The front leaf with the red stamping was locally washed on damp blotters to reduce tape adhesive  
staining. Adhesive was reduced with water dampened cotton swabs.
7. The leaves were air dried in between Hollytex on blotters. To reduce curling of torn areas and overall  
distortions, the leaves were sprayed with a Dahlia mister and dried overnight inbetween blotters.
8. The programme was mended using Uso Mino tissue toned with Golden Acrylics and wheat starch paste. 
9. Areas of loss were filled with Sekishu tissue toned with Golden Acrylics and book dirt.
10. The treated and mended leaves where humidified and flattened again in preparation for encapsulation. 
11. Custom polyester encapsulations were constructed and the encapsulated pamphlet was sewn into a  
pamplet binder to recreate the original folio orientation of the object.

Housing Provided
Custom

TREATMENT:

Arrived in a manila folder stored inside a plastic bag.

Housing Narrative

The tape has yellowed and the carrier is brittle.

Attachments|Inserts

The individual leaves were encapsulated into polyester folios. The polyester folios were constructed by
welding a remay hinge into the encapsulation, similar to the description in the Book and Paper Group Annual

Housing Narrative
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i68925980_773_D1N, After Treatment, Normal Illumination

i68925980_773_A1N, Before Treatment, Normal Illumination
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i68925980_773_D2N, During Treatment, Normal Illumination

i68925980_773_A2N, Before Treatment, Normal Illumination
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i68925980_773_D2RK, During Treatment, Raking Illumination

i68925980_773_A2RK, Before Treatment, Raking Illumination
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i68925980_773_A3N, Before Treatment, Normal Illumination

i68925980_773_D3N, During Treatment, Normal Illumination
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i168925980_773_D6N, After Treatment

i168925980_773_D7N, After Treatment

i168925980_773_D8N, After Treatment
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